Is a dated website causing
you to lose business to your
competition?

Your buyers have never expected more
than they do today. And your website is the
starting point.

In

order to compete successfully in
today’s tough business environment,

your lead generation and sales efforts need to
be supported by a website that truly makes an
impact and becomes a convenient gateway to
do business with you.
In addition, it needs to more effectively
attract your target audience, capture their
interest and provide them a unique and
convenient browsing experience, at any given

I absolutely love my website.
It has taken my little company
from where we couldn’t do
anything on the internet, to a
whole new level. We can do so
much more and creating many
more sales opportunities! The
AWS team is very helpful and
we love their support.”

time on any device. Your website has under

Harvey Mackler,
Owner Gempire

5 seconds to stand out and grab interest. If
it is not doing that, you have lost a potential
customer.

teams to quickly create pitch decks that are
customized for the customer need.

is the promotional
industry’s most
powerful website
solution!
Ewiz is built with the capabilities and
features that encourage convenience, speed
and commerce on the go.

1.

Built in marketing tools which allow
you to create personalized eflyers, digital

catalogs, presentations virtual samples and
more. All on the go, within a few minutes.
Help your internal sales and marketing

2.

A powerful control panel helps you
manage all aspects of the website –

Product and price updates, adding or deleting
products, categories, subcategories, banner
and landing page creation etc. Just simple
clicks and uploads will do the trick. No
technical / programing skills needed.

3.

Built on the latest technology ensuring
that your investment is future proof and

meets the necessary certifications like SSL.

4.

Promo standards compliant. Which
puts you at the forefront of industry

innovation, and in step with leading distributors
including Staples, Halo, Geiger etc.

5.

Our solution is scalable. Which means
that as we add new features and

functionalities, you get to enjoy the benefits
immediately.

6.

To learn more about how
eWiz Solution can work
for your company, contact
Scott Nussinow, MAS
scott@artworkservicesusa.com
T: 207 619 1015

Interconnected data. When you build
the website with us we make that the

single point from where data can be passed

Shantanu Kamat
shantanu@artworkservicesusa.com
T: 443 541 3135

on to ASI, SAGE or Distributor Central by
a click of a button. You’ll have the up-todate and accurate information showing up
everywhere. Saving you loads of time and
money.

7.

appear as a daunting task for you is easily

Experience matters. Having worked

broken into a few simple requirements and

with over 450 companies in the

we handle it all. Your new website could be up

promotional industry we have the experience

and running in as little as 30 days!

needed to make complex simple. What may
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Industry
Highlights
In 2017 alone, 23.2 percent of distributor sales were conducted
online, accounting for more than $5.4 billion in technology-driven
spending, according to PPAI’s most recent Sales Volume Study.
Rapid developments in the IT space also imply quick shifts in the
demand for skills and, as a result, many supplier and distributor
companies are outsourcing IT services in 2018—an effective
approach to maintaining flexibility and agility as business
conditions continually evolve.
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